Creating MLA and APA In-Text (Parenthetical) Citations
Why Cite Your Sources?

- So you don’t Plagiarize.
Where to Find Help

- From the Library Home Page, under Instruction, select either APA & MLA Citation or Citation Help
  - Sample papers
  - Lots of examples
EX: Parenthetical Reference within the Text of a Paper –MLA

(Book with author:)
“Only once did a liberal TV network film a story favorable to Los Siete” (Heins 12).

(Article from online database with NO author:)

EX: Corresponding Works Cited at the End of a Paper

Works Cited


EX: Parenthetical Reference within the Text of a Paper –APA
(Adapted from materials created by College of Alameda Library, Alameda, CA)

Book with author:
“Only once did a liberal TV network film a story favorable to Los Siete” (Heins, 1972, p. 12).

Article from online database with NO author:

EX: Corresponding Works Cited at the End of a Paper
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